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Раздел «Грамматика и лексика» Часть 3

Задание G3_58
Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 32-38. Эти номера соответствуют
заданиям 32-38, в которых представлены возможные варианты ответов. Запишите в поле
ответа цифру 1, 2, 3 или 4, соответствующую выбранному Вами ответу.
A night in the Eifel Tower
Seven million people visit the Eiffel Tower every year. But have you ever dreamed
32__________ sleeping in this iconic structure?
Holiday rental company Viva constructed a temporary VIP apartment on the first level of the
tower, open only for the duration of the Euro football tournament from 10 June to 10 July 2016. The
two-bedroom apartment, with the best Paris views was furnished with a big screen television for
33__________ the game. The space also included a seating area filled with hanging plants.
A lot of people were attracted by the 34__________ to sleep in the apartment. To determine
who got this chance, Viva 35__________ a contest asking entrants to describe how they would spend
their night in the tower.
“My two young sons are autistic and are both obsessed with lights and the tower itself so I’d
spend the night 36__________ their excitement!” was the winning response from Michelle, in the UK.
Scott, from the United States, 37__________ to win a night’s stay with his response about reuniting
five generations in Paris: his mother who first visited the city in 1953, his daughter and
granddaughter who visited at 13 and 14 respectively, and a brand new granddaughter who joined the
trip.
The four winners began their one-night stays from the 23 rd of June. 38__________ there
were no other nights to win, all the visitors to the Eiffel Tower had the chance to tour the apartment
and join a match viewing party.
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